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Oil rallies in April as US
production slows down
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WASHINGTON: Activists with the ‘SHELL NO! Flotilla’ group watch as the Noble Discoverer oil drilling ship comes in to dock at a Port of Everett, Washington, pier Tuesday evening. Ten kayaktivists met the oil rig, which has a 175-foot-
tall oil derrick, to protest its arrival in the Puget Sound.  —-AP

LONDON: A global oil glut is building as OPEC kingpin
Saudi Arabia pumps near record highs in an attempt to win
a market-share battle against stubbornly resistant US  shale
production, the International Energy Agency (IEA) said yes-
terday. The West’s energy watchdog said in a monthly
report that although higher-than-expected oil demand was
helping to ease the glut, growth in global oil consumption
was far from spectacular.

As a result, signs are emerging that the crude oil glut is
shifting into refined products markets, which could make a
recent rally in oil prices unsustainable.

“Despite tentatively bullish signals in the United States,
and barring any unforeseen disruption elsewhere, the mar-
ket’s short-term fundamentals still look relatively loose,” said
the IEA, which coordinates energy policies of industrial
nations. Global oil production exceeds demand by around 2
million barrels per day, or over 2 percent, following spectac-
ular growth in US shale production and OPEC’s decision last
year not to curtail output in a bid to force higher-cost US

producers to cut theirs.
As a result, benchmark Brent oil prices more than halved

from June 2014 to $46 per barrel in January. They have
since rebounded to around $65, however, on fears of a
steep slowdown in US production growth. “In the supposed
standoff between OPEC and US light tight oil (LTO), LTO
appears to have blinked. Following months of cost cutting
and a 60 percent plunge in the US rig count, the relentless
rise in US supply seems to be finally abating,” the IEA said.

But it added that the recent oil price rebound was giving
US producers a new lease on life. “Several large LTO produc-
ers have been boasting of achieving large reductions in
production costs in recent weeks. At the same time, produc-
er hedging has reportedly gone steeply up, as companies
took advantage of the rally to lock in profits,” the IEA said.

“It would thus be premature to suggest that OPEC has
won the battle for market share. The battle, rather, has just
started.” Despite a certain slowdown in US oil output
growth, global crude supply was up by a staggering 3.2 mil-

lion bpd in April year-on-year, the IEA said.
Beyond high OPEC production, the IEA cited strong per-

formance of non-OPEC countries including Russia, Brazil,
China, Vietnam and Malaysia. The IEA lifted its 2015 forecast
for non-OPEC supply growth by 200,000 bpd since last
month’s report, saying non-OPEC producers will contribute
830,000 bpd of additional supplies in 2015.

Glut in refined products 
The IEA left its 2015 oil demand growth forecast broadly

unchanged from last month at 1.1 million bpd, to 93.6 mil-
lion bpd, up from 0.7 million in 2014. It said an improving
economic outlook for Europe was offset by reduced expec-
tations for oil demand growth in the former Soviet Union,
the Middle East and Latin America.

In another bearish sign for oil prices, US product stocks
built counter-seasonally in March, and China posted record-
high distillate builds, the IEA said. “Preliminary data show
OECD-wide product stocks stopped drawing and swung

into growth in April. More such builds may follow as global
demand goes through a seasonal soft patch and refining
activity increases worldwide,” it said.

Adding to the bearishness, the IEA said it saw little sign
of OPEC curtailing its output in the next month, saying early
soundings suggested the producer group will sustain rates
at around 31 million bpd during May.

“Bucking the global trend, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the
UAE are all raising their rig count and expanding their
drilling programs. Iraq and Libya, meanwhile, continue to
raise production against all odds. And Iranian supplies hit
their highest since July 2012,” it said.

April marked the 12th consecutive month in which OPEC
production ran above the group’s self-imposed 30 million
bpd supply target and was up nearly 1.4 million on the year
before as top exporter Saudi Arabia held flows above 10
million. The IEA said it cut its call on OPEC crude by 0.3 mil-
lion bpd to 30 million bpd for the second half of 2015 due
to upward revisions to non-OPEC supply growth. — Reuters

Oil glut worsens as OPEC market battle rages
Saudi pumps record high oil as US boosts shale output: IEA

Qatar, UAE rise, Egypt falls on MSCI review

DUBAI: Index compiler MSCI’s semi-annual
review lifted stock markets in the United Arab
Emirates and Qatar yesterday, but had little
impact on Saudi Arabia and was negative for
Egypt.

MSCI published a standalone index for Saudi
Arabia late on Tuesday which includes 19 stocks
and is largely the same as the provisional Saudi
index it compiled last year. One addition is Al
Tayyar Travel Group, which rose 0.8 percent yes-
terday. The index was released just before the
Saudi market opens to direct foreign invest-
ment on June 15. Since Saudi Arabia will not be
part of the emerging market universe for at
least two years, however, significant inflows of
passive foreign funds are not expected for now.
Instead, the kingdom’s market was supported
on Wednesday by stronger oil prices. Brent
crude rose above $67 per barrel in Asian trade
after jumping 3 percent in the previous session,
supported by bets that US crude stockpiles
would fall for a second straight week as produc-
tion slows. The Saudi stock index climbed 0.5
percent to 9,672 points, confirming technical
support on its 200-day average, now at 9,569
points.

The rally in crude prices helped petrochemi-
cals giant Saudi Basic Industries jump 2.6 per-
cent, and this pulled up other Saudi stocks in
the sector.

Meanwhile, telecommunications operator
Etihad Etisalat (Mobily) dropped 3.4 percent
after the firm said on Wednesday that it was
studying the possibility of selling its telecom-
munications towers but hadn’t reached any

agreement yet. The Wall Street Journal reported
on Tuesday, citing unnamed sources, that
Mobily planned to sell its telecommunications
tower portfolio for up to $2 billion.

QATAR, ABU DHABI
Qatar’s benchmark was the best performer in

the Gulf and rose 1.0 percent as Ezdan Holding
and Qatar Insurance surged 7.3 and 6.0 percent
respectively.  MSCI added both stocks to its
emerging markets index for the first time in its
semi-annual review, although the move sur-
prised some analysts. VTB Capital and EFG
Hermes cited data from Qatar’s depository
showing three large shareholders together
owned 94.1 percent of the company, leaving
very little room for other investors.

“It is possible that Ezdan could be dropped
from the MSCI EM index in short order if passive
funds are not, in fact, able to replicate the
index,” EFG Hermes said in a note, adding that
Qatar Insurance, according to its calculations,
did not meet MSCI’s liquidity requirements.

Doha Bank edged up 0.4 percent after its
weighting in Qatar ’s section of the MSCI
benchmark was increased to 4.8 percent from
3.0 percent. Abu Dhabi’s bourse rose 0.4 per-
cent as Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank surged
5.8 percent; its weighting in the UAE subset of
MSCI’s index rose to 18.6 percent from 15.3
percent. But First Gulf Bank and Union National
Bank fell 1.0 and 2.2 percent respectively after
MSCI announced no changes for them. Some
market players had expected both stocks to be
upgraded.

DUBAI, EGYPT
Dubai’s index rose 0.3 percent, thanks in part

to Emaar Malls which, as expected, was added
to MSCI’s index and rose 1.5 percent. The most
traded stock in the emirate was Gulf Finance
House , up 2.0 percent after the Bahraini invest-
ment firm said it had won a $91 million legal
case at the Bahrain Chamber for Dispute
Resolution against two former executives over
their bonuses.

But builder Arabtec dropped 3.5 percent
after it posted a surprise firs-quarter loss of
279.82 million dirhams ($76.2 million), com-
pared with a 137.89 million dirham profit in the
corresponding period of 2014. Global
Investment House had forecast Arabtec would
make a quarterly profit of 95 million dirhams,
while SICO Bahrain had estimated a profit of
20.2 million dirhams.

While it was positive for the Gulf, the MSCI
review spooked investors in Egypt, where the
main index fell 1.7 percent in a broad sell-off.
Telecom Egypt tumbled its daily 10 percent limit
after MSCI excluded the stock from its emerging
markets index, leaving only three Egyptian
stocks in it - Commercial International Bank
(CIB), Talaat Moustafa Group and Global
Telecom - which analysts said was the minimum
required for a country to stay in the benchmark.

“The fall to three stocks does indirectly put
Egypt’s emerging market status at risk: the
index becomes less diverse -CIB is now 72 per-
cent of the MSCI Egypt index - and investor
interest could fall, leading to lower turnover and
market cap,” EFG Hermes said. — Reuters

MIDEAST STOCK MARKETS
BRUSSELS: The EU said yesterday that Britain
had failed to meet budget deficit targets and
would have to remain under Brussels oversight
for another two years to make sure it does.

The European Commission said Britain,
despite tough spending cuts, remained in
breach of the 28-nation bloc’s deficit rules and
gave it another two years, to 2016-17, to put its
fiscal house in order.

“These recommendations are not about
Brussels lecturing governments,” EU
Commissioner for Economic Affairs Pierre
Moscovici said. “They are about encouraging
national efforts to deliver the jobs and growth
that we collectively need.”

European Union rules adopted since the
2008 global financial crisis give Brussels
increased oversight powers to ensure member
states meet the targets to avoid a repeat of the
crash which brought the economy to its knees.

For the 19 euro-zone countries, Brussels can
impose fines and other sanctions. But while it
cannot go so far for non-euro Britain, keeping
the country under an Excessive Deficit
Procedure may prove politically embarrassing
for newly re-elected Prime Minister David
Cameron. Cameron fought the May 7 election
on his stewardship of the economy, pushing
through harsh spending cuts and promising
more to come in order to put the public
finances on the sound footing needed for sus-
tainable economic growth.

He also promised voters a referendum on
Britain’s EU membership by 2017, and the
Commission’s report may be additional grist to
the mill for anti-EU campaigners who resent

what they see as interference by Brussels.

Britain needs more savings 
“The excessive deficit procedures have to

end some day,”  Moscovici said. The Commission
said Britain’s budget deficit-the shortfall
between revenue and spending-stood at 5.2
percent of annual economic output in the cur-
rent 2014-15 financial year, still way above the
EU limit of three percent.

The government should accordingly rein in
spending further so as to hit a headline deficit
figure of 4.1 percent in 2015-16 and 2.7 percent
in 2016-17, it said. The EU first put Britain under
surveillance in 2008, giving it until 2009-10 to
come into line with the rules. But the global
financial crisis put government finances every-
where under intense pressure and pushed the
British deficit to 10.9 percent, with Brussels
extending the deadline to 2014-15.

Many EU member states, including power-
house Germany, have breached the bloc’s fiscal
rules over the years, but there is a newfound
determination in Brussels to enforce them in
the aftermath of the 2008 crisis.

Croatia, Cyprus, France, Greece, Ireland,
Portugal, Slovenia and Spain are currently on
the EU’s EDP list alongside Britain.

The Commission said yesterday it would
strike Poland and Malta from the list after they
had made progress, while proposing Finland be
added as its public finances deteriorate.

The Commission’s findings will be submit-
ted for approval to the European Council,
which groups the leaders of the 28 member
states. — AFP

EU faults Britain over 
missed deficit targets


